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CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that performance of 
GOLDEN AGE is subject to payment of a royalty. It is fully protected under 
the copyright laws of the United States of America, and of all countries covered 
by the International Copyright Union (including the Dominion of Canada 
and the rest of the British Commonwealth), and of all countries covered by the 
Pan-American Copyright Convention, the Universal Copyright Convention, 
the Berne Convention, and of all countries with which the United States 
has reciprocal copyright relations. All rights, including without limitation 
professional/amateur stage rights, motion picture, recitation, lecturing, public 
reading, radio broadcasting, television, video or sound recording, all other forms 
of mechanical, electronic and digital reproduction, transmission and distribution, 
such as CD, DVD, the Internet, private and file-sharing networks, information 
storage and retrieval systems, photocopying, and the rights of translation into 
foreign languages are strictly reserved. Particular emphasis is placed upon the 
matter of readings, permission for which must be secured from the Author’s agent 
in writing.

The English language stock and amateur stage performance rights in the United 
States, its territories, possessions and Canada for GOLDEN AGE are controlled 
exclusively by DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., 440 Park Avenue South, 
New York, NY 10016. No professional or nonprofessional performance of the 
Play may be given without obtaining in advance the written permission of 
DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., and paying the requisite fee.

Inquiries concerning all other rights should be addressed to William Morris 
Endeavor Entertainment, LLC, 1325 Avenue of the Americas, 15th Floor, New 
York, NY 10019. Attn: Jonathan Lomma.

SPECIAL NOTE
Anyone receiving permission to produce GOLDEN AGE is required to give 
credit to the Author as sole and exclusive Author of the Play on the title page 
of all programs distributed in connection with performances of the Play and in 
all instances in which the title of the Play appears for purposes of advertising, 
publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play and/or a production thereof. The 
name of the Author must appear on a separate line, in which no other name 
appears, immediately beneath the title and in size of type equal to 50% of the 
size of the largest, most prominent letter used for the title of the Play. No person, 
firm or entity may receive credit larger or more prominent than that accorded 
the Author. The following acknowledgments must appear on the title page in all 
programs distributed in connection with performances of the Play:

GOLDEN AGE was originally produced in New York City
by Manhattan Theatre Club,

Lynne Meadow, Artistic Director; Barry Grove, Executive Producer

World premiere produced by Philadelphia Theatre Company
Sara Garonzik, Producing Artistic Director; Diane Claussen, Managing Director
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For Jonathan Lomma
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GOLDEN AGE was presented by Manhattan Theatre Club (Lynne 
Meadow, Artistic Director; Barry Grove, Executive Producer) in 
New York City, opening on December 4, 2012. It was directed by 
Walter Bobbie; the set design was by Santo Loquasto; the costume 
design was by Jane Greenwood; the lighting design was by Peter 
Kaczorowski; the sound design was by Ryan Rumery; the hair and 
wig design were by Tom Watson; and the production stage manager 
was James Fitzsimmons. The cast was as follows: 

VINCENZO BELLINI .................................................. Lee Pace
FRANCESCO FLORIMO ........................................ Will Rogers
GIULIA GRISI .........................................................Dierdre Friel
GIOVANNI BATTISTA RUBINI .................Eddie Kaye Thomas
ANTONIO TAMBURINI ....................................Lorenzo Pisoni
LUIGI LABLACHE................................................Ethan Phillips
MARIA MALIBRAN ............................................ Bebe Neuwirth
GIOACHINO ROSSINI ............................... F. Murray Abraham
PAGE ......................................................................Coco Monroe
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CHARACTERS

BELLINI, Vincenzo, a young composer 

FLORIMO, Francesco, his friend

GRISI, Giulia, a young soprano

RUBINI, Giovanni Battista, a tenor

TAMBURINI, Antonio, a baritone

LABLACHE, Luigi, a bass

MALIBRAN, Maria, another soprano

ROSSINI, Gioachino, a composer

A young page

SETTING

A large, generously appointed common room backstage at the 
Théâtre-Italien in Paris on the evening of January 24, 1835, the first 
performance of Vincenzo Bellini’s I puritani. There are dressing tables, 
a piano, costume racks, two standing mirrors, a chaise, some chairs. 
It is the place where the singers can relax or prepare just before they 
go out onto the stage itself. There is a sense of opulence in the décor 
but we must never forget that we are in an active backstage area, 
just paces from where an actual performance is taking place. 

There are indications throughout the script to where we are in the 
progress of the opera being performed offstage in relation to the 
play taking place backstage. 
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GOLDEN AGE
ACT ONE

House to half. House lights out. Stage lights up.

A blur of activity. It is minutes before the first performance 
of I puritani. The singers are in various stages of preparation: 
vocalizing, studying their music, making-up — all the usual 
activities that precede a performance.

A violent rain storm is heard raging outside the theatre. The 
Page enters hurriedly, carrying two enormous baskets of flow-
ers. He is soaking wet. At the same time, Anthony Tamburini 
emerges from his dressing room. The other members of the cast 
of tonight’s opera will soon follow.

TAMBURINI.  Mi mi mi mi. Fa fa fa fa. I am in voice tonight. Par-
is, prepare to meet Anthony Tamburini. Where is everyone? Let’s 
get this show on the road. (To Page.) Boy, are any of those for me?
PAGE.  I don’t know, sir.
TAMBURINI.  Well look.
PAGE.  I can’t read, sir. (The Page hurries off to retrieve more baskets 
of flowers. Every time the stage door opens, we will hear the storm rag-
ing outside the theatre. He will make several of these entrances and 
exits in the scene that follows. Tamburini examines the flowers.)
TAMBURINI.  (Looking at the cards.) Maestro Vincent Bellini, the 
Divine Vincent Bellini, the Immortal Vincent Bellini. I thought 
you had to be dead to be immortal. 
PAGE.  Yes, sir.
TAMBURINI.  Don’t just stand there, find my flowers. Tamburini, 
Anthony Tamburini.
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PAGE.  I can’t read, sir.
TAMBURINI.  Ask someone who can. (Giulia Grisi enters. She is 
clutching something precious.)
GRISI.  The most important night of my life and I thought I’d lost 
my good luck piece. I looked everywhere. It was in my hand the 
whole time. At first I thought a certain soprano had been back here 
working her mischief.
TAMBURINI.  The Malibran?
GRISI.  Everyone knows she wanted my part. Then I remembered 
she was in Rome, butchering the Maestro’s Beatrice of Tenda. 
TAMBURINI.  What is it?
GRISI.  It’s a hair from the head of St. Cecilia, the patron saint 
of music. She was tortured on a wheel of fire and died singing in 
praise of the Lord. It was given to me by the Holy Father himself. 
He predicted a triumph. Would you like to kiss it?
TAMBURINI.  You make it sound like a crusade.
GRISI.  Tonight the glory of Italian opera shall be revealed in all its 
splendor to the French. (Giovanni Battista Rubini enters.)
RUBINI.  If I weren’t Giovanni Battista Rubini and this weren’t the 
world premiere of an important opera, I’d tell them to get Mario 
and let him try to sing this impossible role the Maestro’s written 
for me.
TAMBURINI.  Mario? Mario who? 
RUBINI.  Mario, the tenor who can’t sing above a middle C with-
out getting red in the face. Mario, who has the stage presence of a 
hippopotamus. I heard he’s in Paris. Came all the way from Genoa 
to hear me. He’ll be sorry he did.
GRISI.  You underestimate Mario. He was a splendid Walter to my 
Imogene in The Pirate.
RUBINI.  A Walter, maybe, but this part tonight? He wouldn’t 
make it through the first aria. In the third act, I will be singing for 
the first time anywhere on any stage the F above high C, the most 
feared note in opera.
TAMBURINI.  Not for a castrato.
RUBINI.  You look ravishing as ever, Giulia.
GRISI.  (Playing the coquette.) Wait till I put my costume on. 
(Offering her talisman for him to kiss.) Here.
RUBINI.  Thank you, Giulia, but I can’t run the risk. 
GRISI.  It’s Saint Cecilia.
RUBINI.  I don’t care if it’s Saint Peter. There’s no telling where 
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that thing’s been through the centuries. I feel a draft. Doesn’t any-
one feel a draft? (Luigi Lablache enters.)
LABLACHE.  Tell me, friends, what is more exciting than the first 
performance of a new opera? Climbing the Matterhorn? Swim-
ming the Hellespont? I don’t think so. We are about to perform a 
work of art that has never been performed before. If we succeed, a 
hundred years from now people will still be listening to The Puri-
tans and we will be remembered as the singers who gave it life. It 
beats selling hats. 
GRISI.  Calm as ever, M. Lablache.
LABLACHE.  I know my part. I know yours, too, Mlle. Grisi. I 
know everyone’s part, so no funny business out there tonight. 
TAMBURINI.  You take all this so seriously.
LABLACHE.  Someone has to add a little gravitas to the proceed-
ings. It might as well be the bass. I’m there, steady as a rock, while 
the three of you go sailing off into the stratosphere. 
GRISI.  We’d be lost without you, Luigi, opera isn’t only the high 
notes.
RUBINI.  Tell that to my audience. Are my eyebrows straight?
LABLACHE.  You could use a little more rouge, Johnny. You don’t 
want to look sickly.
RUBINI.  We are playing Englishmen. All that fog and so little 
sun. I don’t know how they manage. 
LABLACHE.  This wig makes me look like an old man. Once, just 
once, I’d like to play someone my own age. A hero, a lover. (The 
Page enters through the stage door again with another bouquet.)
TAMBURINI.  I’m sure one of those is for me. 
PAGE.  I have a note for Mlle. Grisi.
GRISI.  Here I am, child.
PAGE.  The gentleman said no answer was necessary. (He hurries 
out. Tamburini examines the flowers.)
TAMBURINI.  Bellini, Bellini, the Swan of Catania. Ah! “Mon-
sieur Tamburini, the gentleman of the voluptuous thighs,” that’s 
more like it. (He takes the flowers.)
RUBINI.  Did you get my flowers, Giulia?
GRISI.  They’re beautiful. 
RUBINI.  Roses from the south. A special post brought them all 
the way from Nice. They cost a fortune, not that it matters. Who’s 
the note from?
GRISI.  Some admirer. 
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RUBINI.  You have so many.
GRISI.  It’s close to curtain. Has anyone seen our composer?
TAMBURINI.  Vincent is the master of the late entrance. At the 
dinner held in his honor by the French Composers Society, he 
showed up during the dessert. They were livid.
LABLACHE.  Not as livid as Vincent will be if he’s read the ar-
ticle in this morning’s Figaro. They called him “a sigh in dancing 
pumps” and now the expression is all over Paris.
GRISI.  Vincent doesn’t care what people write about him.
TAMBURINI.  So he would have you believe, Giulia. 
GRISI.  What does it mean? “A sigh in dancing pumps”?
LABLACHE.  I don’t know but it doesn’t sound good. 
TAMBURINI.  Grounds for a duel, I’d say. 
GRISI.  Nothing is grounds for a duel. 
LABLACHE.  Don Pasquale may turn out to be. Vincent still 
doesn’t know Donizetti has written an opera for us. 
GRISI.  And none of us is going to tell him. 
TAMBURINI.  He’s going to find out, Giulia. 
GRISI.  Not tonight he isn’t and not from any of us. Swear! (She 
holds out her talisman.)
RUBINI.  I saw him from my carriage on the way to the theatre 
walking along the Seine, not a care in the world. No hat, no 
umbrella.
GRISI.  In this weather? As if rehearsing in a freezing theatre all 
month weren’t enough? 
RUBINI.  I offered him a ride but he said he preferred to walk. 
“I always walk to my premieres, Rubini, it keeps me humble by 
reminding me of my origins. There were very few carriages in Cata-
nia, certainly none for the likes of me. I never want to forget who I 
am. I’ll see you in the green room.”
TAMBURINI.  The only thing humble about Vincent Bellini is his 
origins. They took the man out of Sicily and Sicily out of the man. 
He’s become more French dandy than any Parisian.
GRISI.  That’s not what the women he’s taken to bed with him say.
RUBINI.  I hope you’re not speaking from personal experience, 
Giulia.
TAMBURINI.  Bellini likes men.
GRISI.  Except when they’re women. 
LABLACHE.  Bellini likes everyone. (Bellini enters, oblivious to his 
waterlogged appearance.)
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BELLINI.  If bad weather is good luck, The Puritans is already a tri-
umph. I haven’t seen a storm like this since the premiere of Norma 
and Norma turned out all right. 
RUBINI.  I thought Donizetti wrote Norma.
BELLINI.  The day Gaetano Donizetti writes anything approaching 
Norma is the day I grow another head. (They hug.) I didn’t want to 
give you my cold. That’s why I didn’t want to get into your carriage.
LABLACHE.  Whoever said “The best composer is a dead com-
poser” never worked with you, Maestro.
BELLINI.  How many operas together is this, Lablache? (They hug.)
TAMBURINI.  I said it, Lablache, and it was because I had.
BELLINI.  Come here, you ugly bastard. (They hug.) 
GRISI.  I told the press you were my favorite composer, Vincent.
BELLINI.  The divine Grisi! My first Adalgisa, my only Adalgisa. 
(They hug.)
GRISI.  And tonight your first Elvira. (The five of them are in some-
thing of a group hug.) 
BELLINI.  Where is Florimo? Where are my blood oranges? The 
entire third act of The Puritans for my blood oranges from Sicily! 
They are my talisman.
GRISI.  He’ll be here with them. Another warm embrace from 
your first lady will have to do in the meantime.
BELLINI.  It’s madness outside the theatre, Giulia. Carriages crashing 
into one another, coachmen calling one another names. People in eve-
ning clothes stepping into puddles, everyone clamoring for tickets. 
LABLACHE.  I couldn’t get places for my friends.
RUBINI.  Am I the only one who feels a draft?
TAMBURINI.  We’re the talk of Paris.
BELLINI.  Every composer in Europe is out there: Meyerbeer, 
Halévy, Spontini. I asked one gentleman in my perfectly acceptable 
French: “Excuse me, monsieur, but what’s going on in there?” He 
said, “The new opera by Bellini, where have you been, you dumb 
wop?” I told him I was the dumb wop who had composed The 
Puritans and gave him my deepest respects. (He makes a familiar 
gesture with one hand in the crook of the other elbow.) That’s from 
this “sigh in dancing pumps, monsieur!” 
TAMBURINI.  Is he still out there? I’ll do something useful with 
this sword for once.
BELLINI.  There’s no need, Tony. We remind the French tonight 
that we invented the art form they are seeking to make their own. 
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It’s opening night of Vincenzo Bellini’s new opera I puritani in Paris, and
the Italian composer is determined to win the adulation of not only his
audience, but his colleagues and rivals as well. When the curtain falls, will
a thunderous ovation cement his prominence? Or has Bellini unwittingly
composed his own swan song? Blending 21st-century language with the
timeless beauty of 19th-century bel canto opera, GOLDEN AGE portrays
the final act of an artist whose desire for greatness has eclipsed all else.

“… cunningly made, genuinely moving and — surprise of surprises — entirely
accessible to those playgoers whose knowledge of opera begins and ends with Bugs
Bunny … This is Mr. McNally’s best play in years — maybe ever.”

—The Wall Street Journal

“Amid arias, mad scenes, catfights and swoons, enough opera lore to keep afi-
cionados arguing long into the night.” —The New York Times

“Illuminating and mischievously humorous. A fascinating glimpse of the passions
and piques of top-notch performers as they struggle to get through the pressure-
cooker nerves of a major opening-night performance.” —Associated Press

“Terrence McNally loves opera and knows how to transfer his passion to theater
audiences.” —New York Newsday

“Pleasures abound in GOLDEN AGE, a charming and passionate love story.”
—HuffingtonPost.com
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